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Cost-effective energy efficiency technologies exist today that can dramatically reduce the $100 billion we
spend each year on energy for our nation's housing. However, adoption of these technologies has been
far slower than would be economically best for our nation and for individuals. One reason is that builders
and home buyers have a strong tendency to limit the "up-front" cost of a residential property, even
though this will increase future expenses. Mortgage loan practices reinforce this tendency. They fail to
consider the lower total cost of owning an energy-efficient home when energy expenses are added to
mortgage and tax payments.

In March 1991, the u.s. Department of Energy (DOE), in cooperation with the u.s. of
Housing of Urban Development (HUD) initiated a National Collaborative to develop a voluntary national
program encouraging energy efficiency in homes through mortgage incentives linked to home energy
ratings. Participating in the Collaborative were representatives of the and mortgage
markets, builder and remodeler organizations, real estate and appraiser associations, the home energy
rating system industry, utility associations, consumer and public interest groups, state and local
government interest groups, and environmental organizations. as a consensus process, the
Collaborative's representatives from 25 "stakeholder" organizations received technical information from
four technical committees. The Collaborative met 10 times 1991 and 1992.

The CoHaborative's goal--arrived at by consensus--was to write a for Action the end of
1991. This describes the actions needed to implement a national program integrating mortgage
incentives for energy efficiency with home energy rating systems. The national program is intended to be
sensitive to the variety of state and local programs and construction to encourage both

and renewables, and to benefit all the The paper describes the Collaborative's
background, structure, and process. It presents the set of agreements on which consensus is
from participating in the National Collaborative regarding the national program, elucidates
areas of and the next in implementing the national program.

Introduction

counteract this reliable methods
for rating the energy performance of residences and
encouraging mortgage-lending practices that fully reflect
the value of lower energy operating costs. In response to
that can for action, the u.s. of in
cooperation with the u.s. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, convened the National Collaborative
on Home Energy Rating Systems and Mortgage Incentives
for Efficiency. The National Collaborative com
prised members representing 25 organizations in the
housing, mortgage finance, and energy along
with state and federal government, federally chartered
fmancial institutions, and public interest organizations.
Appendix A lists the member organizations. Four techni-
cal advisory committees their work.

One of the goals of the National Energy Strategy,
at the direction of President was to

Cost-effective energy .:::b>1·f"lII""llt~'Il"'!lI"l'U te~h1t10102]leS&

that can reduce the
each year on energy for our nation's n01USl1i12. Howe'vel'

aC1()pt:lon of these has been far slower than
would be best for our nation and for indi-
viduals. One reason is that builders and home buyers have
a to limit the "up-front" cost of a resi-
dential this will increase future
expenses. loan reinforce this tendency.

fail to consider the lower total cost of owning an
ent~r~y-e:rnC~leJnt home when energy expenses are added to
'lMf'Bt"\,'t"'ttvo:l8t"r,Q; and tax payments.
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The mission of the National Collaborative was to reach a
consensus on a voluntary national program to link credible
home energy rating systems with mortgage incentives for

A Blueprint for Action, the
Collaborative's review draft report, describes the National
Collaborative's fmdings and recommendations for creating
such a program (National Collaborative 1992). 2

Background

Energy-efficient mortgages have been available for more
than 10 years. In the early 1980s, the five federal mort
gage agencies and federally chartered fmancial institutions
announced their willingness to buy, guarantee, or insure
EEMs--Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, DVA, and
FmHA. 5 In a number of locales, HERS or energy certifi
cation programs have been approved as a means to access
EEMs. In other areas, EEMs are sometimes used without
a HERS basis.

of energy-efficient mortgages
(EEMs), teamed with accurate home energy rating systems
~""''''''.''''''''''''''''''''''A would make it easier and more affordable for
Americans to live in energy-efficient homes.. In fact, the
Joint Center for Studies (1986) has estimated that

more U.S. families could become first-time
homeowners each year if EEMs were actively promoted
and used. And the benefits to the environment of increas-

the energy of the nation's housing stock
would be £HI.£W_"dli--......... , ... 4-

However, despite the availability of both HERS and
EEMs, the programs have been underutHized. Few buyers
and lenders are aware of the EEM option~ For lenders, it
often is seen as representing additional paperwork. There
is a lack of uniformity in the five different national EEM
programs. and secondary lenders are unsure of
the reliability of the promised energy savings. There are
limited data on the relationship between energy n~1I:·'t'n'll'''ftr'\_

ance and housing valuese And because homeowners are
unaware of EEMs and do not inquire about them, this is
perceived as a lack of market interest.

As a the potential national benefits of HERS and
EEMs are not realized. The benefits could include:

A significant decrease in the estimated energy use
pal~tlClpaLtm,2new and homes

In a national EEM program would make available
home n41""'9l"l"n'~ru.:loCl that take into account the value of energy

of the home. Home buyers could apply for EEMs
when DU:fcnlaSJln2: an home or when they
are an V,i\'Jl~Ij,.All~ home and planning to make imme-
diate energy to it. EEMs would have more
favorable terms and conditions than conven-
tional loans. the a reliable HERS
allows both lenders and home to be confident of
the energy cost .::Ja'1lrJUli,~i:."9.

@ An increase in the market
efficient new homes and energy
existing homes

of energy
of

EEMs and HERS are not new & Numerous and
en(~r2:v-€~rrJlCH~nc:vcertification pr(H!r~ams'" have been started
in the United States& For a of reasons, many have
ceased to exist a number of differ-
ent of and program
uv.:H,;t;.ll.A';'. Some exalmt~les

An increase in the number of families that could
qualify as first-time homeowners 250,000 each
year Center for Studies 1986)

A ""' .. - ......... + ............._~ reduction in environmental ·POJ.lutlon

$ An increase in house comfort

and West Texas.

Because of these potential benefits, HERS and EEMs have
received the growing attention of the Administration and
of Congress. The National Strategy, issued in
February 1991, stated:

"To encourage the more efficient use of mortgage
fmancing for energy efficiency, the of
Energy and of Housing and Urban Development will
increase fmancial and technical support to develop and
encourage the voluntary acceptance of efficiency ratings
and their use in home fmancing. After at least 5 years of
support for voluntary adoption, it win be required that
information on energy efficiency and information on the

'The Rated Homes of America Or!~anllZ2ltl(Jln

programs in

Several states are Oej~mnmlg H.ERS programs, includ
Colorado, Mississippi,

and South Carolina&

The cities of Fort .........VJl.BI..iLU.,;;,.. Colo., and Austin, Tex.,
have programs.

The VfGood Cents U and Good Cents" certifica-
tion programs are by almost 300 utilities,
est)ec:laHlv in the South and the Pacific Northwest.

@

@



statement included in the Blueprint for Action the
concurrence of every individual in the CCC.
Yet in one area--the EEM program--members
"agreed to disagree" on some of the of a
national program. Yet even there was a broad con
sensus on many actions that can be taken immediately
while the work to other features of
the national efforL

available mortgage financing options be provided to home
prior to sale" (U.S. of Energy 1991,

page 11).

COJt12f'eSS endorsed the use of energy-efficient mortgages
in the Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing
Act of 1990, which directs HUD to develop a uniform

to make housing more affordable through mortgage
financing incentives for energy efficiency. HUD is
drawing on the recommendations of the National Collabo
rative in meeting that Congressional directive.

Linking and E

A national would consist of COlrnpaUlble 11I"'lnrto'!3OP

programs that are user and available in
the marketplace. These programs should on ual:10l1alJly
consistent, technically credible HERS programs. The
Collaborative in order to achieve these
a national EEMs/HERS program should 'lInr"nrr",nr!lltp

2~ The process win aa€~Qu;atejlV

Q.t-T'I.I">1t::l>'Mr;'''l1 in loans.

The National Collaborative's members represented 25
organizations and interests which, working together, can
make HERS and EEMs a national reality. Participating in
the Collaborative were representatives of the primary and
secondary markets,buHder and remodeler

real estate and appraiser associations, the
associations,

state and local
environmental

home energy
consumer and

interest

The National Collaborative's
Structure and Process

if any,added

reliable technical basis to allow
loans the

information to the lender.

upon several issues to
of EEMs with HERS0 These included

4. It will lenders
from borrower default.

3. It will of ~n~:<>1i"'«U_P"T'tll~lP,lnt

construction and ImloroveIneIlts.

The Collaborative
explecUte the

The Collaborative Consensus Committee was
reSPOJt1S1ItHe for the final technical decisions and
formulations of the National Collaborative. The CCC was

four technical committees
areas of and

Awareness. The CCC defmed issues that it wanted the
TACs to addresse The TACs were for h1!"''Ilnn-11'Mrr

technical information to bear on these
with and aIS,aa'{an.ta~~es.,

and
programs.. real-estate sales and
ma.rK~~tmlg prot'eS~;IOlr1alS, energy raters, and others will

EEMs and HERS. Consumer

EEMs Each
agency and chartered financial institution
win review its program to remove any
unnecessary barriers and C!'>'J"~-nU1l'hT the EEM process.

common standards for EEMs.. The
Freddie

will work to ae,\relc~n

common and to make
EEM programs more user t"1MJt:l~nrill''i.1

the IOlIOv\lffi:rl:

The National Collaborative included with
different on some issuess

The process two
mation and issue defmition occurred
first four was em'pn~:lSl:drea

the last 5 The first was held on
March 1991 and the final on

19920 this latter the CCC considered
draft versions of A used as "i'l!' ..... 'lI"'1!T111l"lld1"'Z

tools to and conflict
resolution. r'fhe process was intended to be
members on the structure and process. Ideas were

and and members educated each other
.... n'lir'1 .... jQ'''Il'''1l'''1l1Inn- their varied on issues. Members

on how issues considered to be
Im~DO]l·ta11t fit into a broader contexL
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awareness of EEMs/HERS will need to be increased.
Each agency and federally chartered
financial institution win promote the use of EEMs by

and educational programs about

l;olns~enISUIS A,arE~ernelnts on s

The National CoHaborative agreed that a national EEMs
program should be:

e Gather data in one The agencies and
rOOleraUIY chartered financial institutions win take steps
to collect information on their EEM programs and
provide the data to a single organization for further
~n~lm'V~<@~ and. 1l"'~1r'lln1l"'tn"lln

@ Widely available from aH major lending and insuring
agencies

@ Uniform among different types of mortgage lending
and insuring agencies

equivalent, approaches.

The CoHaborative members that an for a
loan to purchase or refmance a home meeting a nationally
recognized voluntary consensus standard should be eligible
for recognition of energy cost savings in the ..'lU!.Ja...... ..,. '"'JM.'I-II-fii"J""

qualifying process. Examples of such could
include increasing or adjusting one of
the components used to calculate the ratios.

® Simple to use administratively

further that a qualified applicant for a
standard mortgage may for an energy-efficient
mortgage the cost of that are
determined to be cost effective a nationally recognized
HERS. The EEM program may include a maximum cost
limit for allowed lmlOTOlvelmelrn:SL

It was also that lenders should be
indemnified. for any additional risk assumed in fmancing
the cost of energy-efficiency Further,
Collaborative members said that underwriting procedures
should recognize energy cost savings separately from
compensating factors. Lenders, real-estate professionals,
and should work to raise awareness of
home energy and related in the

and other

ortgages

@ HERS program0
in concert with the HERS will initiate the
process to national for HERS pro-
grams that credible information for the

process and other 110'USln,g-·m21rKet

® control mechanisms for HERS~ The
will assure

effective

@ data to evaluate loss .cVlr\,o'lli'&lII,o'lli''lIid'dO

These institutions win cross-check EEM loan infor
mation that may currently exist on homes that have
had. an energy rating with the records of loans cur-

held to financial
information.

The Collaborative reCOIDll~~ that theEEM effort is still
in its formative A deal of data remains to be
collected and and any risks to ~n.'il"'tn'!::tInCt<

folios remain to be

Energy-Efficient

@ of Lenders
should. use projected energy cost savings as a separate

Potential risk. Lenders should review .o."VlItn'3"1iI1l"lrl!' data
on EEM performance, collect new and work to
devise an appropriate mechanism for IDCleDl1D.ltlc,atlcJD,
if appropriate.

on 8 sets ofare the consensus
recommended actions.

The National Collaborative rea.ched consensus a1!lree:ments
on number of characteristics of a national
EEM program and recommended actions on EEM-
related issues. there were a few issues
around which consensus could not be reached& A number
of members of the Collaborative advanced a
""'VA.l!.""'VllJ~ about how an EEM program could the
mo,rt2:ag€~-le~ndln2members to those ideas. The

a1Z1ree:ments and recommended actions are pre-
followed the areas of C11s,a2r'eerneIJlt.
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who would otherwise have for a mortgage on a
similar home without cost-effective energy-saving con
struction or improvement features. The elements of an
EEM program focused on included. loan QWLl1t1lcatlon
for and inefficient calculating the
maximum loan available, assistance, maxi-
mum and
insurance.

@ Loan homes~8 For
an a current 11i"H"DH~t1l""i:T

standard (such as the latest version of the CABO
Model Conservation standard), the basic debt-
to-income ratio should be increased 2%.
For efficient homes the the added
t,,/('u\'nthllu cost should be subtracted from the

nOllSUJl2 costs taxes, and
InSUral.11Cle, or before the t'11HJhi"'l'U"l10'

ratioe This would increase the number of pr()Spectlve
who could to an energy-

efficient home.

@ Loans for to inefficient homes49 For
cost-effective energy to
inefficient homes the the
energy cost from the Imlorc~veme~nts

at the be subtracted
from the PITIe The loan's total amount should be
increased an amount to the
worth of the of the energy cost
that will be realized.

@ maximum loan mnount~ are
limited to a of the

for 90% or 95 %. For inefficient
the amount should be increased

the total cost of the after the home's
api:PfaI:sed value has been determined and the base loan
has been the increase should be
limited to an. amortized amount that can be for
the energy cost And the money for
the energy should be put into escrow at

For efficient the amount
should be increased an amount up to 5 % of the
home's appraised valuee

@ assistance", or other
third party programs could to home

to cover the additional do'wnoa'/mient reclUIJred
to cover the incremental increase in loan amounts
from the addition of en~~rg:y-ettl(~lel1CY lmlnrOlvelnel1t~_

~.!Ul-"'-'I>~l..lU8.F.. institutions should the
if it were the borrowers' own funds ..

factor in borrower qualificatiofl$ should set no
limit on the amount of improvements allowed, as long
as proper underwriting standards are met A credible
national HERS program would accurate cost
estimations..

@ Increased Adding
Iml0rO'VeJme:nts may increase the amount of the bor
rowers' Lenders should consider third
party grants as appropriate borrower resources to
offset the increase in do'wnl0a,rmf~nt..

@ energy cost in Lenders
should consider indemnification of the
increased mortgage amount due to the cost of energy
efficiency improvements ..

• limits and costs~ Maximum
rnn,1l"j"n'~ncs. limits make it difficult to add the cost of
energy to that are at
or near the limit.. As limits are set
legislation, the Collaborative recommended that
current law be modified to increase the maximum

limits for an
Mac and Fannie Mae could not

their loan limits other
groups could .......... l!".J!"' ............

reas of Disagreement on lEE s

@ needs .. 'Uniform. EEM programs would make
lender easier.. The should
pro1mote the use of EEMs and
education programs0

• and in EEMs~ Additional incen-
such as favorable interest rates, would be
in administrative As

the should work to elimi-
nate barriers and a
EEM program$

@ Credible HERS A nationwide HERS pro-
gram with and effective control
mechanisms should form the basis for the EEM pro
gram and lender confidence in ito

As a number of members advanced
the that an EEM program should cer-
tain characteristics in specific wayse To these nOJD1enC11lng

an EEM means a on a
1!"'Il~4r'l>n&:l.,~hT that the dollar value of
efficient home. Such an EEM would

The National Collaborative on Home ffm9'1t,i:Jri"JIru



The mortgage-lending members said that the suggested
EEM characteristics were unacceptable taken as a whole.

said that each member of the mortgage-lending
community must analyze and maintain EEM programs in
keeping with their respective roles and programs, in the
context of the national mortgage market's needs.
said that they must balance the risks associated with the
origination, purchasing, insuring, and of all
mortgages, including with the need to maintain
fmancial stability and ensure the continuing availability of
funds for the national mortgage market. they
promised to continue to work toward a uniform national
program to energy in
making incremental advances based on appropriate risk
assessment, the nation's new mortgage intends to
remain sound while continuing to offer new
financing opportunities.

Consensus greements on Home
Energy Rating ystems

e Supplemental mortgage insurance6 For conventional
mortgages, the use of supplemental mortgage insur
ance to cover any additional loss due to default may
be unworkable because it transfers the risk to a
private mortgage insurance company and rests on its
ability to pay a claim. The financial stability of the
insurer could be weakened. Also, the supplemental
mortgage insurance would increase the borrowers'
cost of obtaining a mortgage. In addition, the insur
ance industry is regulated at the state level, where
regulations could prohibit mortgage insurers from
issuing policies where the loan-to-value ratio exceeds
95%.

To a large extent, HERS in different locales have
developed independently (Varies and
Because no HERS model new programs con-
tinue to significant resources on research and
development The local variation in the programs makes it
impossible to build a universal link between HERS and a
national EEM program. Further, most HERS use different
calculational approaches, or "tools," with little or no
documentation of technical accuracy. In technical
standards for HERS have never existeiL Lenders and
others have questioned the reliability of energy-use and
cost savings estimates generated HERS.

The Collaborative reached consensus on most of the
characteristics of a national HERS program. A n~~nl'''Hll1'''(T

focus of the National Conaborative~s HERS deliberations

® Borrower and expense con-
siderations0 The of lower energy costs in
an home is one of the many
factors that need to be evaluated in the
l1flA!'i'::&'W''1.1U1l'''''Ih1''ln process. costs are not a fixed

expense like the mortgage property
taxes, and insurance. In energy costs vary

de!)endrnl2 on climate zone, weather condi-
and individual Because of this, the

cannot an
unknown level of default risk any formula

to income that assumes a
theoretical reduction in fixed mortgage
n~n,rnp~nttl;;! based on an estimation of possible energy
cost the Such an

would elevate a of possible
reduced energy costs to a level of in the

process for which no empirical
exists. These estimated cost savings

used as an additional factor in calculating
borrower rather than as part of a
'::'U"'''''''lU..!.'v formula or factor that has no relationship to
the actual energy costs of a specific house.

® The value of a property used in
the mortgage underwriting process must be based on
the market value. An increase in value of a
property due to an energy-efficiency
must be based on the market's response to the

itself--not on its cost Additional
exposure to risk ensues if the market does not

the entire cost of an as a
donar-for-dollar increase in the value.

The members of the National Collaborative who repre
sented the mortgage-lending community9 did not com
pletely endorse or support the preceding suggested
characteristics of an EEM program. They believe that the
adoption of certain of these characteristics could expose
the mortgage-lending community to additional risks and
losses that are currently unknown and unquantified. This
was unacceptable to them as it was inconsistent with their
role of maintaining the stability of the national mortgage
market The issues on which no consensus was reached
were as follows:

$ Supplemental mortgage insurance$ To minimize any
potential added risk of default to lenders for the added
mortgage value of EEMs, the amount added to the
mortgage for the energy-efficiency features should be
covered with supplementary mortgage insurance for 5
years.
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~~~iIIMliI!lil and Operation of HERS

was to define a set of guidelines that would address the
concerns of technical credibilitys These guidelines deal
with the basic design and operation of HERS programs
and set accuracy standards that "certified" HERS
programs must meet if they are to participate in the
national programs The guidelines are also designed to
promote uniformity among different HERS to facilitate a
uniform link to a national EEMs/HERS programs

At the same time, the Collaborative took care to specify
minimum features to allow local programs substantial
flexibility to meet local needss This approach recognized
that the national effort should build upon existing local
HERS and bring them into a national framework, or
umbrella, rather than strive to create a single, nationally
administered HERSs The recommended guidelines are
based on the desire of a linked EEMslHERS program;
however, they also provide useful guidance for indepen
dent HERS programss Only programs that wished to be
certified under the national EEMslHERS program would
have to meet these guideliness

and air
Thermal envelope
Mechanical heating
conditioning (HVAC) system
External load controls lO

Hot water service
Optional features, hard-wired lights,
major appliances and COl1tr()1S .. and enE,;rp'~V-s}[nr~~p"e

systems.

Inclusion of features;> The certifying
process for HERS tools would allow qualification
according to the types, features, and climate
zones for which a local HERS calculation tool is
intendeds Certified HERS should also for
alternative rating calculation tools when a simplified

tool cannot handle buildings, energy
features, or new technologies. A HERS should strive
to pace with new technological developments
petlOCucalHy upjgra!aml~ its calculational tools.

Home features measured by a A HERS cal
culation tool should provide the estimated annual
energy performance of the building in Btu/year and
dollars for fuel types That number is composed of the
energy use associated with the of the
following:

and use of HERSThe Collaborative that the
tools should follow these pnnClples.

@Basic unit of measure" Total annual energy use
should be measured in fuel

ccuracyof HERS utput

® Fuel This should be addressed
verified HERS calculation tools to

accurate energy-use and cost other issues
.........A~""'''''JUU.jii<" to energy should be decided at the state
or local leveL

@ Treatment of behavior0 A HERS calcula-
tion tool should rate the home standardized
occupancy based on average estimates for
~ 11 'l"....'lo~h'm P- p:araJrnel:ers to account for average oc(~upant

behaviors These estimates should be as location-
SDe~CI:fIC as and should be

@ between new and eXI:stllllg nom~IW~ ..
Both should be treated from a technical
staJadt)Ollrrt in the calculation of energy use HERS
calculation In specific HERS
programs may offer different services with to
each

@ HERS should be applicable to multi-
and manufactured A

HERS calculation tool should be certified or verified
for those it is intended to rate.

The Collaborative identified two levels of accuracy: that
of the HERS calculation tool and that of the entire
delivered home energy system, including the energy
inspection, translation of information to

data, the recommended cost-effective energy
ettlcl~enc~y improvements, the standardized occupant and
OPf~ratmg assumptions, field inspections, and the use of
the tool to an energy and dollar estimate.

The tool should energy use in both
energy units and dollarss For a HERS calculation tool to
be certified as part of a national program, it must
demonstrate calculational accuracy within a prescribed
range relative to benchmark results from state-of-the-art
detailed simulation modelss To maintain certification
under the national HERS umbrella, HERS would be
required to collect data, such as short-term data,
term submetering data, or utility bin data to verify overall
quality control and to anow periodic self-corrections Rater
training and qualification should include a mix of class
room and on-site training, concluding with certification by
testing and demonstration of proficiency. HERS programs
should be for the quality control of their
raterss

The National Collaborative on Home "",n~~Yn'v



Recommendations for Conclusions

the

method

aat~ua[e indemnification mechanism

naltlollal1ly rc~cc~gnlze:a consensus standard to define

Demonstration programs

Common standards, and
1t"lI1"'IIn?Of"n'!3CYt::& ag~~nc~es and 1.:li>1I"Ilt-t:'l\'Il"'1l"II,'Il""lCJ~::l»C'

@ Business

"fechnical Cle;a.rulgDlou:se
Information clearulgnou~;e

HERS accreditation system
Rater credentialing
Data collection system
Data analysis program

assurance program

® Public information and education

e Further development of program implementation
mechanisms to develop and manage the t'nIUn:llJln'(J-

The National Collaborative agreed that much more
remains to be done to fully develop and implement a
national EEMs/HERS program. Participant groups can
take action on their own to make further progress. Most
items, however, win require a more organized effort. The
Collaborative recommended that DOE, in collaboration
with should initiate priorities among the following
tasks and take appropriate actions. Included among the
unfinished business is the following:

@ Distribution of A Blueprint for Action for public
comment and revision based on that comment

@

@ HERS

e A
energy

® An

3. Allowance of different A
method and scale should be the basis for

EEMs and HERS as an element of the national pro-
gram. A ff as used here, is the equa-
tion and associated. that describe the re!;atU)nSlllp
of a to an amount of energy use, energy cost,
or other measure of A method
would facilitate to a uniform national EEMsl
HERS progran.L '"The Collaborative recommended
further to determine the and

of the methods

1e HERS for retrofits and renovatiollSo To
be HERS would be required to have a cal-
culation tool that estimates affiliated savings taking
into account the potential interactive effect of energy
features on energy and cost savings.

The National Collaborative made five other recommenda
tions concerning a national HERS program.

rated.

2e Procedures for groups of new
tiUHd:m2 ratings should be permitted to be grouped
when technically feasible, when control can be
del1l10nst,ratOO, and when accuracy criteria will be mete

win reduce of effort and
cost and will provide a common basis for comparing
homese Groups are most appropriate when

to the same home built times
on sites, or when consistently
within the critelia of a certification program& Homes
can be spot-checked to the accuracy of the

each home would not have to be lntillv,rhH~lIv

4. for of homes~ Homes for
which EEM is desired may need to be re-
rated at the time of sale or if the lenders
so If the rated home's features remain
un(~nangt~O and the scale for that locale remains
the same, the home may not need to be fe-ratOOs

5 ~ data base.. Lack of data is the hurdle
to up a successful national EEMslHERS pro-
grains Each HERS program in each jurisdiction should

accurate records of every house ratede There
needs to be a national data base on energy-rated
homes and EEM homes. A national program should
de,relC~D a set of for minimum recluu~eIIlen·ts

for state and local data bases to allow data retrieval
and to the national data basee

The National Collaborative, through a consensus-building
process, has defined. concepts for home financing
to a successful national program of home energy rating
systems. Substantial progress has been made in educating
paletlClpants on the needs of both rating and the
home fmancing industriess Most importantly, a momentum
has evolved that has the potential for results and ultimate
realization of the National Collaborative's goals_ To
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sustain this momentum, a strategy is to conduct demon
stration and field testing of pilot programs containing
elements of the proposed EEMslHERS program.. Pilot
tests could be initiated in several states and localities
during 1992 to spur the needed data collection and
analysis processes ..

The HUD Task Force, charged with promulgating a uni
form plan to make housing more affordable through
mortgage financing incentives for energy efficiency, has
responsibility to deliver its report in November 1992..
Finally, the Collaborative recommended that a report
summarizing progress made during 1992 should be pre
pared at the end of the year.

utilities, home builders' organizations, or not-for
profit organizations. Energy-efficiency standards for
these programs are developed using local building
characteristics, construction practices, and climatic
conditions. They usually include thermal envelope
efficiency criteria and space conditioning efficiency
criteria. Certification programs generally rely on a
specified inspection/verification process to ensure
rating consistency.. Houses either pass or fail the
inspection for energy efficiency ..

Federal National Mortgage Association, Federal
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, Federal Housing
Administration, Department of Veterans
Farmers Home Administration..

Endn tes

those
in the

The Collaborative's technical issue papers prc~d.U~Ced

by the TACs, as weH as special papers written by
members of the CCC and others as of the
Collaborative process, are available in a separate
volume, Going National will and EEMse·
Issues and Impacts, The Collected Papers of the
National Collaborative.

"hll1.l1l1t1[n1nO' ratios are percentage ratios that compare
borrowers' fixed
expense and total obligations to borrowers'
stable gross income for the purpose of

the likelihood of expenses
involved in home owrnerSJJl1l) ..

than

An home is one that has been built
or to at least a nationally recognized
VOUll1ltat'V consensus energy standards

9.

6.

thein March 1992
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1. is intended to include both
ettlcu~l1C:Y measures as insulation and

InUJ-~lmH:~n)'ltvWl:OOC)W;S} and renewable energy tech-
as solar and solar

domestic hot water the use of which
reduces a home's of utility-supplied
energy.

2. was
National Renewable
co.

eferences

10.. External load controls are fixed or movable shading
elements (e.. g., awnings, wing wans, overhangs,
eaves, and shade screens) that control solar heat
to exterior envelope COjtni)On<~nt:s.

Joint Center for Studies of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Harvard University.
1986. The Effect of the Shelter Industry Energy Rated
Homes System on Homeownershipe MA: Joint
Center for Studies of the MIT and HarvardorA home Qln':ll't"CTr1iT_QlT1"1lf'llllQlll'''lII'''''

"certification program, n

HERS measure and rate on a scale the relative
energy of any of age,

or fuel use. The is based on the
thermal of the and the

and air conditioning
and is obtained an on-site inspection and

calculations. HERS calculations include estimates of
annual energy and costs and recommen-
dations for cost-effective energy-efficiency

4.
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National Collaborative. 1992.. Going National with HERS
and EEMs: Issues and Impacts, The Collected Papers of
the National Collaborative.. (NREL/TP-261-4706) Golden,
co: National Renewable Energy Laboratory ..

U .. S.. Department of Energy.. 1991. National Energy
Strategy: Poweiful Ideas for America.. Washington, D .. C ..

Vories, Rebecca and Karen George.. 1991 .. Analysis of
Home Energy Rating Systems: Results ofBrief Interviews ..
Richland, WA: Pacific Northwest Laboratories.

Appendix A~ Organizations
Represented in the Collaborative

onsensus ommittee

Alliance to Save Energy (ASE)
American Association for Retired Persons
American Gas Association (AGA)
American Public Power Association (APPA)
American Society of Home Inspectors
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Appraisal Institute (AI)
Association of Energy Efficient Mortgage Service

Companies (AEEMSC)
California Home Energy Rating System, Inc. (CHERS)
Consumer Federation of America (CFA)
Edison Electric Institute (EEl)
Energy Efficient Builders Association(EEBA)
Energy Rated Homes of America (ERHA)
Farmers Home Administration (FmHA)
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac)
Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA - Fannie

Mae)
Federal Housing Administration (FHA)
Federal Institutions Examination Council, Appraisal

Subcommittee
Mortgage Bankers Association (MBA)
National Association of Home Builders (NAHB)
National Association of the Remodeling Industry
National Association of REALTORS™ (NAR)
National Association of State Officials
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC)
Southern Electric International, Good Cents Division
U .. S.. of Veterans Affairs (DVA)
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